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Why study goalkeeping 
dives?

• Biomechanically interesting

• Must quickly move body to unnatural angle 
and perform acrobatic movement

• Type of motion required vastly dependent on 
a few ms of visual stimulus

• Relatively unstudied (only one or two relevant 
studies ever conducted)

• Fun to watch!

Basics of making a save

• In most situations, position is important

• Goalie must position body to minimize 
area that the ball can pass him and enter 
the goal

• When making a save, type of motion 
required varies based on distance between 
ball and Goalie 



Basics of making a save

• Clearly, need to reduce amount of variables 
to create useful and reproducible data

Penalty kick
• FYI: result of a foul by the defense, kicker and goalie only 

people involved

• Why study penalty kick?

• Consistent: always taken from a point 12 yards (~11m) 
from the goal

• Relevant: same conditions in just about any soccer 
game; PKs often at crucial moments in game

• Goalie must start on goal line and usually dives parallel 
to the goal line 

• Diving saves relatively common

Penalty kick

• Further narrowing things, limit shot to 
bottom near-corner of goal

• Only one type of motion to consider



This leads us to the 
following question...

• How does the goalie get his hands to the 
right spot and at the right time?

Factors to consider

• Reaction time (~200-300 ms)

• Body movement (~700 ms)

• Anticipating shooter’s choice of shot 
direction

The dive: a qualitative view

• Preparation

• Bent knees

• Lowers COM, stores 
PE in jumping muscles

• Wide stance

• Promotes stability, 
allows quick 
movement in either 
direction



The dive: a qualitative view

• Outside leg extension

• Inner leg stays 
contracted, causing 
force generated to 
accelerate body 
horizontally

The dive: a qualitative view

• Horizontal body 
extension

• Result of outer leg 
extension

• Note that inner foot 
is touching ground, 
arms not extended 
(not necessary to 
reach ball in this 
case)

The dive: a qualitative view

• Full extension

• Only required if 
ball is far enough 
away

• Inner leg, arms 
extend (the torso has rotated 76˚ in ~700 ms)



Qualitative analysis

• Watch the first video

start at 3:07

Qualitative analysis

• First, find ball velocity

• Distance travelled: squrt(x^2+y^2+z^2)=sqrt
(2.67^2+1.264^2+11^2)=sqrt
(7.13+1.60+121)=sqrt(129.73)=11.34m

• Time to goal: .736s

• v=d/t=11.34/.736=15.4m/s=34.5mph

• This is about 1/2 speed of professional kick

Qualitative analysis

• Preparation

• Starting with small jump helped to reach 
ball in time

before jump

after jump



Qualitative analysis

• Outside leg extension

• Measure velocity change of hips to 
approximate average body velocity

Qualitative analysis

Qualitative analysis
• ∆v hip=2.915m/s

• time=8.284-7.955=.329s

• a hip=8.86m/s^2

• F=ma=72.5kg*68.86m/s^2=642N

• I=F*t=211N*s

• approx ∆x COM=3.90-3.20=.70m

• W=F*d=449N*m

• P=W/t=449/.329=1366W 

Note: all velocities are measured in the 
x direction as ∆y=0 for this section



Qualitative analysis
• Inside leg extension

• In this instance, inside leg did not 
generate any power (didn’t extend)

Qualitative analysis

Qualitative analysis

• Arm extension

• Shoulder rotates around hip, arm extends 
at constant velocity 

• 5.57m/s, relative to shoulder, 2.00m/s



Conclusions

• For bottom side of goal, most power is 
provided from outside leg

• Inside leg extension unnecessary

• Body height relatively constant throughout 
dive

• At slow speeds, guessing penalty kick 
direction unnecessary

A second look: better 
technique

• Watch the second video (start at :10)

Further study

• Perform experiment with better-trained 
goalkeepers

• Analyze different jumps and dives

• Use force plates for more detailed 
understanding of foot placement and force 
direction
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